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Editorial

Tod und Verklärung
Death has been touch-and-go lately. He was a COVID-19 shaped guest in May 2021; he took
many, but he spared us. He was at Father’s door again in August but was somehow held off by a
cardiac bypass surgery. He took a crusty neighbour instead – who took his regular morning walk,
came home and died. A sea of mourners in white saw him off; at home, an oil lamp was lit in
extremely quiet thanksgiving.
In this lease of life, I have wondered how much more my string will fray before the Fates snip it.
In this lease of life, I wonder how many more poems, if any, are in me. In this lease of life, I still
cling to the narrow road, going deeper into the unknown north.

midnight hums
the editor makes himself
a sandwich
-

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan

Our resurrection edition was meant to show Narrow Road roaring back into life, but beset with
delays, it is a rather mousy roar. But back we are in business, under (partly) new management,
new submissions and finally, this issue transfigured momentarily into a tired huzzah, hot in your
inbox. Strauss would approve.

Raamesh Gowri Raghavan
Saima Afreen
Paresh Tiwari
Akila Gopalakrishnan
Srividya Sivakumar

Fiction

Play A Little Longer
My white wolf flashes freely in the sun. When the wind comes up among the dunes along the
shore, forget the frisbee, she’s a kite catcher doing backflips in the air. She won’t stop, so neither
will I until the long red tail that drives her wild comes off in her teeth. Not another. Don’t tear the
wing. Stay out of the strings.
Breath was lost long ago in countless ocean sighs. It’s past time to take a break from these
wrestling acrobatics. Rest, no, let’s dig trenches for our castles waiting for the tide. The waves
take bucket and shovel, and she bites back. Run, run, the currents come. We’re all wet, want for
nothing, but still want more.
Home, home, come, sit, paw, other paw, lie down, roll over, stay, ok. All these tricks, haven’t you
got any other games we can play? A piercing whistle wails. We pause briefly, wishing we could
be the hawks that soar above our heads.
In the cool shade of our forest, she teaches me that squirrels can be dinner and a show but are
seldom caught, whereas the mouse is a dependable delicacy. Apparently, you have to hop like a
cricket to catch one. At the edges of our field, she eats wild strawberries and so her pink nose
turns pinker and so does mine. This goes on for hours and hours turn to days.
Curious, she tries a mushroom and falls ill fast. Then descends a long, long night of tossing and
turning with her slow breath slowing slower still. At dawn, we know this isn’t her last day. Eyes
open, no time to waste, time for more. This time let’s move a little slower; let this moment last a
little longer. A new pastime has come, squash mushrooms with our feet Never another fungus
for her. I follow her lead.
John Paul Caponigro

Invisible
Kaaliya, Oh Kaaliya, the dark one, why are you wearing new clothes Kaaliya? Is it your birthday
Kaaliya?
The cries and cackles of her cousins woke Krishna up with a start. She rubbed sleep from her face
and told herself it was a dream. Then came confusion, then incredulity. It was so long ago. Why
did she still have such dreams? She thought of her name. Krishna…a clipping for Krishnakali,
named after Tagore’s eponymous song. Ambitious, wasn’t it? She had always known herself as
Krishna, wondered why she had been named after a male God, until the day her grandmother
told her that she had named her Krishnakali and sang Tagore’s song to her. To her young mind,
the song made no sense, the only word that had reached out to her was kaalo, dark.
She had been an accident, that had no other choice but to be pushed out into the world. The result
was not satisfactory. Smaller than most children, dark, with a mass of curls on her head, she
resembled neither her parents, nor anyone in the family. Her birth had caused the family much
consternation, in trying to relate her to any person from any of her parents’ sides. Her aunt had
suddenly exclaimed, “Ah! Its Shejo Kaka, must be his genes”
“Leave her alone! She is Lakshmi, the only girl in her generation. She will bring you prosperity”.
With those words her grandmother enfolded her in her arms. She would often say to Krishna,
“Remember Krishna, Kaalo jogoter aalo, the light of the world shines brighter in the darkness”. To
her young mind, and to this day, her grandmother was the wisest person. But Krishna had so
many questions, one of them was, “What about the fair-skinned people then, Dinna?” Her
grandmother would smile wistfully, “Questions only bring trouble Krishna, remember that.”
Her grandmother was the only one to touch her. Krishna felt so loved in her presence that she
wondered why her parents dragged her back with them. She felt invisible and she did not know
ways to make the world see her. She had phantom parents and ghostly friends with whom she
would talk endlessly in her mind. The beauty of her parents, her cousins would intimidate her,
their words would curb her desire to talk. So, she became quiet and it was a struggle to talk even
in school. She was very surprised therefore when her oldest cousin, newly returned from abroad
wanted to speak to her. He spoke kindly, seemed genuinely interested. She had never seen him.
He was so fair, with light brown eyes, with flecks of green, that he seemed to her a movie star.
She felt slighted and belittled by his beauty and had an impulse to run but he reached out and
touched her. Warmth spread through her, like an acknowledgement of her being. She stayed. She
called him dadabhai, as she had been taught. He would come once a month, bring her chocolates
and lent her books from his collection. She read the tales he brought voraciously, always hungry
for more. But she didn’t understand why he would often sit with her in dark rooms and terraces,
where darkness would envelope them. Was he ashamed of being seen with her? Even in the dark,
with the muted street lights in the background, his fair perfect face would shine gloriously. He
would often touch her when it was dark. She would both like it and wonder about its strangeness,

till one day he touched her so brutally that her phantom mother screamed out in her mind, “This
is wrong! Run! Run Krishna!”
And she ran, blinded by the darkness, wounded by the bannister, she ran and crawled under the
bed, shaking in fear. She would never want to see dadabhai again, or any man his age. They filled
her with a familiar dread. She chose invisibility, and dove into the worlds of books where she
lived vicariously, till the day she became a teacher. The first time she gave a bottle of water to her
hiccupping student, she felt seen, she felt a love powerful enough to blight her darkness.
Krishna shook her head at the unsavoury memory and looked at her garden. To her delight, the
peach-coloured lilies had bloomed, three of them together, with their backs to the peach-skinned
wall. What a rare treat! She thought to herself, “That is how I want to be, to blend in, but also
stand out”.
Rituparna Mukherjee

Ouroboros – Stealing Into Time
Mustafa stood on the balcony searching his neighbour’s clock for the right time. The clock,
Mustafa noticed was made of mango wood panels. The wood had intricately hand-carved leaves,
he observed as the clock struck a wholesome twelve. Although the clock was something his eyes
revelled in, the other decor in Mr. Sharma’s house fell a class and a half too short for Mustafa’s
taste. The plastic Nilkamal chairs, the velvet flowers in brass vases, in addition to the laundry
hanging from the railings of the staircase made the artist in Mustafa scoff at Mrs. Sharma’s idea
of home decor. Not like his apartment resembled an interior designer’s fantasy. But still… filigree
and patterns fascinated his mind and his minimalistic apartment (lack of income could do that to
a man) was far better than the cluttered mess that Laddu had created out of his parent’s idea of
middleclass propriety.
The night grew damp under Mustafa’s blackened pullover. The monsoons came to Hyderabad
earlier than he and Nag had expected. Begumpet, their adda met with monsoon’s drizzle and
foiled many a plan. Slippery pipes and tightly shut window-panes weren’t accomplices,
especially for the grand schemes they had mapped out for the season. The coffee on the ledge
grew cold as Mustafa’s adrenaline rose like the hand of the clock and insulated his body. He
looked at his phone that hadn’t lit up in over an hour. “But Nag wasn’t one to be late,” Mustafa
countered as he noticed the Begumpet night patrol make their nocturnal rounds. He couldn’t
decide if the constable who was driving was ‘half-drunk’ or ‘half-stoned’, as the siren reddened
the silence of the sleeping city. “Carpe diem, Epicurus, Car-pe-diem” he said to himself as way
of encouragement.
The nylon saree that Mrs. Sharma hung out to dry was the slimy green of squashed peas; his
stomach rumbled in response. Dinner time was not ceased. Mustafa heard an engine die out in
the distance as it began to drizzle. Begumpet’s listless version of rain began its lazy descent. He
looked down to find Nag clothed in a mud-trimmed raincoat staring up at him. His eyes were
blood-shot, as always. Nag removed his rubber boots and coiled his barefoot on the pipe right
opposite Mustafa’s vision as a black cat sleuthed past him. Nag cursed time and not the cat that
brought it. The mango wood clock innocently read 1:30 and Mr. Sharma’s loud snores
triumphantly supplied the detail of the Ante Meridiem (AM).
Nag ventured carefully yet steadily up the moss-ridden pipe because the thought of life insurance
was not something that occurred to him and death by rain surely was not something that would
fall under insurance claims, in any case. Mustafa standing on tiptoes in much awaited anticipation
as he watched Nag take his last step, showed a thumps up indicating that the coast was clear in
Mr. Sharma’s balcony. Through the window Mustafa observed Mr. Sharma’s belly move in and
out consistently which meant he was in what Mustafa assumed was the REM part of his good
night’s sleep. Nag slid into Sharma’s balcony as gracefully as a wild cat. “Practise makes purrfict,
saab,” he heard Nag’s campestral voice resound. “What kind of person climbs a pipe for practice,”
he wondered with a sour fondness coating his thoughts.
Nag found himself drenched in Sharma’s balcony with all his experience in climbing. He shed his
raincoat onto the cold floor. He rolled up the half-bitten mosquito net and lightly manoeuvred
into the, apparently badly done-up Sharma house. It looked palatial to him. He saw two brass

vases sitting on the teapoy. He had the urge to pilfer them. But he reminded himself: “Saab kathe,
siraf, ghadee leke aana”. Mr. Sharma’s belly protracted in and out rhythmically in the company
of his vociferous snores. Nag never understood Mustafa’s obsession with clocks. He could not
make sense of this man’s need to steal time from other people’s walls. Immortality didn’t mean
squat to him. He picked Mr. Sharma’s clock off the wall and held it close to his chest. He cradled
the ticking clock in his coiled-embrace. He looked in the direction where Mustafa stood, when he
noticed Mustafa looking downwards, he couldn’t help but pick up the brass vases resting on the
teapoy. He swiftly tucked them into the back of his trousers. With this, he began his walk back to
the rained-in balcony for his final descent.
As he was making his way out of Sharma’s living room, the hands of the clock came to a standstill
like a dead heart in an Operation Theatre. At that very moment, so did Nag’s uninsured heart.
Everything grew still for what seemed like an entire lifetime; as if Mustafa had never met Nag, as
if time unwound itself to the start of their chance encounter at Lal Barber Shop, as if every clock
they had stolen together found its way back to the wall and nail it was first stolen from, as if time
walked backwards with a rag and erased Nag’s very existence.
The day grew like a fattened orange from behind the clouds. Nag seemed to have made
acquaintance with time and slithered into its belly. Mr. Sharma walked into the drawing room,
stretching his arms to the divine Usha fan above his head, yawning the rainy night away. He saw
the clock laid out on his five-hundred-and-thirty-rupee carpet. It didn’t occur to him to raise an
alarm. In the dead of night, his father’s clock seemed to have walked itself out onto the carpet in
the middle of the living room. Mr. Sharma moved slowly and stealthily toward the clock. His first
thought was to pry the clock away from the carpet. “My clock,” he thought as he reached down
to pick it up. As he looked up and scanned the room he noticed the two missing brass vases that
sat at the teapoy, a witness to every marital exchange between the Sharma’s. He wondered where
the vases had gone and what else was missing.
Mustafa sat anxiously by the window all through the night. He hoped he would see or hear from
Nag sometime soon. But to his disappointment, he did not see Nag after he had unhooked the
mango-wood clock, the previous night. All of a sudden, there seemed to be some movement in
Mr. Sharma’s drawing room. But it was unclear why Nag was nowhere to be seen, especially
since he had not climbed down the pipes last night with the clock in hand. Mustafa wondered
about the clock. His clock.
Rebecca Vedavathy

Poetry

A cup, those days hold me in what I saw
“I'm an eye. A mechanical eye…Freed from the boundaries of time and space, I co-ordinate any and all
points
of
the
universe,
wherever
I
want
them
to
be.”
― Dziga Vertov
In this reel
birds shadow-cross the elastic depths of the river in a loop
below a sky which doesn’t
exist.
Summoned to meet spirits
on pinwheels crackling in imagined
liveliness
I fall through rungs
to grandfather’s estate where clever
foxes from stories jumped walls
to steal chicken.
I remember
how after partition the algae light of the pond
greened in absence
how the lichen of forgetfulness crept up trunks
of trees to conceal the names
of forefathers who planted them
how darks swished like mulmul in the sarppakkavu,
the sacred grove of snakes
how father sold what’s left of our land
when the banana orchards of neighbours inched in
how even the river which dimpled with each pebble
we threw in was taken.

In the park, I shape the contours
of today’s last verse, angles deepening
with subtexts. How grandmother lit
the stove with currency notes
in early darkness, how the clamour
of brute living silences implosions
within. On the path, the yellow bewilderment
of leaves, their rivers drying into brittle
mazes in the fire of dancing, monotony
an illusion. I cajole into words the irony
of wanting to contain the green giving of trees
in my fist, fingers sticky with the sweat
of connotations. Between pages, the menagerie
of metaphors hibernate with last summer’s flowers.
Each word absorbs more dusk, gilded in reminder.
Indu Parvathi

Instructions on How to Bury Your Father
Dig a hole.
Dig deeper.
Climb into it.
Breathe.
Observe how the earth holds itself does not crumble on top of you.
Climb out of it.
Place his body in it but only his body.
Gather the good memories.
Speak politely of him.
Stand, greet, nod, listen.
Observe.
Observe your mother’s anger.
Observe your brother’s silence.
Observe your own standing at the refrigerator,
gazing at the customary food
from family to this house of mourning.
Observe the pale pan rolls
laid shroud like,
neatly in their brown paper coffin.
Now an offering still and full of meat.
Eat like no one is watching.
Not even the dead can judge you.
Your plump pink tongue numb
as a fattened maggot.
Shudder when a breeze brushes your shoulder.
Remember his body –
the soft warmth of his shoulder,
the lingering spice of his aftershave.
Observe the depths of your own longing.
Dig a hole.
Dig deeper.
Climb into it.
Breathe.
Observe how the earth holds itself does not crumble on top of you.

Climb out of it.
Place his body in it –
but only his body.
Repeat.
Repeat.
Repeat till you have buried your father.
Lynessa Coutto

Arranged Marriage
My flat stomach, copper limbs
Even teeth and kitchen skills
Were not measured in coffee spoons

But against a woollen suit, an
Imported TV and heavy silk saris
For the three sisters-in-law

We are so glad you are good
In spoken English, they said, so
You can read out the paper
To Dad each day, but
Be sure to cover your head
And never, ever, bare your back

When the years brought pallor, anaemia
And a dark daughter
“Tch, tch, a boy next time,
They cried, and
“Wait a minuteA dark child from
A fair bride?”

And you, whose silence I
mistook for reserve, have
reduced, speedily, to
just seven words –
I think I will be late again…

And you know, I think
May be you are right
For you may storm through my skin
Any time of the night,
But at the gates of my heart
You have a long wait…
Shailaja Ganguly

Winter in Kolkata
i
I hear the domestic help
conversing with Maa in the kitchen
as I take a warm bath.
Kolkata’s winter is forgiving
like a mother’s touch.
She says how she got
new bruises around her eyes:
I fell off the bicycle.
Maa is not naive.
ii
In another version,
a husband throws a bicycle
at his wife
as their daughter shivering
in cold stares on.

Half-asleep, one Delhi summer night
I think of coastal breeze as
migrant birds yearn for lost homes.
I seek mum’s lullaby in the full-moon
beaming through dust-laden windowpanes.
Bouncy pillows become cotton clouds,
my wheels to a fantastic land where
Matla intoxicates my veins
into slow submission.
Shamayita Sen

Four haiku
on the windowsill
soaking warm sunlight
sweet peas seedlings
free expression-abstract art on
her walls
cold winter morning
last luffa hanging
in the garden
porridge for breakfast
she enjoys birdsong
on the rooftop

Tuyet Van Do

Migration
I don’t mourn death anymore
I know the deceased would be better off
in the other side ;
better homes, good food, trees, bees,
no diseases,
honest smiles and another chance to communicate
our follies and laughter
My world is now only a half
We are empty rooms with old furniture
in insomniac autumn
and insensitive spring when so many people are gone
in the other side of things
The other side is always a free territory,
much like a better country;
the house that my father wanted to build
is now complete
in the other side : airy and multi-storied
with all his relatives and a slice
of a golden afternoon in Dhaka proper
My mother can now roam freely
without a walker in a small tea town and write
more poems on love in diaries of yesteryear.
Now she is relieved at last;
she does not have to be a teacher, cook well and spread
the bed sheets neatly as fast
I know my aunt now recites Tagore, the Poet,
every morning with a cup of syrupy tea
and combs her hair all day long
beside a garden full of butterflies and geranium
in the other side
The yesterday, today, tomorrow tree
she planted in Jalpaiguri died with her
I know it now grows mauve and white flowers
in the other side,
forever
Sekhar Banerjee

Three haiku

the biggest coin
in the fountain
full moon
(first published in German in Sommergrass 137)

the puddle so big
there is a duck
in it

autumn wind
don’t take all the
leaves

Kamil Plich

Over and Over
lichens
rocky coasts
the things I do
to survive
pretending to know
from a cup of tea
all the answers to life's
great conundrums
something i don't
early morning fog
the permanent streaks
on my windshield

Michael Henry Lee
Christine L Villa

After
icy sunrise
pain memory
i disassociate from
my limbs
the cold touch
anniversary
the wedding ring still
on my finger
of his urn
the weight
of dew-soaked leaves
holding me together

Christine L. Villa
Kirsten Cliff Elliot

As it Heals
brass kettle
stirring coffee
the noise I make
inside my head
pouring my heart out
morning diary
the rising steam
of my story
to my reflection
butterfly wings
I gently kiss the child
in an old photo

Jackie Chou
Christine L. Villa

haibun

I’m A Little Bit Cuckoo
One for sorrow, two for joy,
Three for letter, four for boy,
Five for silver, six for gold.
Seven for a secret not to be told.
Remember singing this song when we were children? The moment we saw a flock of ravens or
mynahs – depending upon geographical location – this song would pop into our heads and we’d
double check the numbers of our feathered friends. And woe betide our poor necks if we only
saw one, miserable bird…we’d look high and low, twisting and craning our heads for a cheery
vision of a mate hidden somewhere in the leaves of the tree, ruffling many feathers in the process
if we happened to be in the back of the car, squished next to an impatient sibling who’d invariably
get fed up of our head and shoulder calisthenics. But it was imperative that we see one more and
get our ‘two for joy’ and not invite a surprise physics test or karela for dinner thanks to the
sighting of a companionless starling.
Decades later, I now think, poor bird though. Imagine bearing the burden of the outcome of a bad
day based merely on the fact that we happened to lay eyes on it. And that it was all by itself. How
happy I am to have outgrown this silly little ritual – touchwood.
childhood memories
stream in with sunlight
I avoid the cracks

Baisali Chatterjee Dutt

Bad mood
I dreamed of my father again last night. He complained that his back hurt, that only God knew if
he would escape. He was breathing hard and seemed to be crying. His voice trembled.
"Be strong, Dad," I said.
"I can't anymore, son," he answered. "That octopus is devouring my lungs... Take care of your
mother and your brothers..."
Winter is coming to an end and I am sorry that my father died in a hospital. If he had stayed
home, we would have talked about all sorts of things, which we never discussed. Maybe we
would have had a drink for the last time...

spring dreams
pruning trees with the father
I never knew

Cezar-Florin Ciobîcă

edge city
On the two hour trip back to the marina from the island of small cute marsupials, my daughter
and I both take our first turns at the rudder of our friend's sailboat. The choppy waves prove too
much for my wife's stomach and she has to lean over the side of the boat. A steady rain falls as
we clean the boat and put it away.
taste of salt
bird of paradise blooms
in winter
Kevin Browne

Flight
On the bank of Wolf Creek on my grandfather’s farm, I find an arrowhead lying among stones
that had been smoothed by water and bleached by sun. Holding it in my hand, I wonder if it had
been carried here by a recent flood when the creek had swelled its banks? Or has it somehow
unearthed itself, a flint-formed Lazarus rising from a rocky bed?
river journey
rainbow trout rising
from the deep
Either way, the arrowhead is here, resting in the palm of my hand. Even in stillness, I notice that
it retains the sharp shape and lingering intent of a Kingfisher’s head, though it has long since
been detached from the narrow body that once brought it flight. As I turn it over, feeling its
smooth contours between my fingers, I begin to wonder if there is something from which I can
detach myself, so that I might be carried along by a great force to be deposited on stony ground
where someone might pick me up, hold me in a warm hand, and find me precious.
uncut diamonds—
all the things I catch
and release

Sight Lines
The pin oak’s leaves are starting to change, their green slowly sliding into beige, the color of
whiskey in a shot glass left too long in stark light. On the pond, the sun has sunk into its cooler
self, and the crocus has begun to pull its purple shutters closed at the end of the day. Close by,
bees drone from flower to flower, driven by their insistent honey-hum. Overhead, a hawk circles
before heading home, its reflection momentarily like an iris opening in the center of the pond. At
the forest’s edge, fireflies begin to blink like the thousand eyes of Argus before Hera flung and
flattened them onto peacock feathers. I stand on the small shore with rod and reel in hand and
make one final cast before slowly releasing all the parts of the day that I have unwittingly caught
and carried to this spot.
red deer call
before the first tree
felt the axe

Keith Polette

Book Reviews

Will You Still Love Me? - A Puppy Haiku Book by Christine L Villa
Big things come in small packages.
Here is an illustrative collection by Christine L Villa that juxtaposes her love for her dog named
Haiku, all the dog lovers in the world and the form of haiku itself! A beautiful experiment to
showcase the subtlety of this small form of poetry that manages to carry narrative, space, images
and pictures on a petite frame.
The book is a simple presentation of the beautiful relationship between the poet and her dog
Haiku. In other words, the common story of all pet dogs and their human families.
How old is the dog? Does not matter.
How old is the human? Definitely does not matter.
Do you have a dog? That too does not matter.
The collection begins with a simple introduction to haiku by the young poet Sara Welch. Its origin,
norms and an invitation to write as no form of poetry is complete without a writing exercise.
The colourful illustrative pages done by Jilian Vilches alternate with a line or two of prose that
begins with ‘Will you still love me…’ and a haiku. So, on every page, you will find either Haiku
or a haiku or both!
The collection begins with the haiku:
puppy eyes
my heart melts faster
than ice cream
And from there you know there will be dog walks, paw prints, wagging tails, messy rooms
showered with unconditional love ending with:
April morning…
the light shower
of puppy kisses
The last section juxtaposes seasonal references and dogs. This sub-section also carries
contributions from other haijin – Susan Beth, Susan Burch, Alan Summers, Shloka Shankar,
Pamela Babusci, Chen-ou Liu, Michael Lester, Robin Ann Smith, Julie Bloss Kelsey, David
Terelinck, Corine Timmer, Debbie Strange.
I name all of them here as this form stands out for the collaborative space it creates, the experiment
it allows within the different sub – forms. A journey of haiku is never solitary!
Whether you have a dog or not, look this one up for the love of haiku and Haiku! You will love
it, anyway!
Akila Gopalakrishnan

*
Will You Still Love Me? A puppy haiku book by Christine L Villa
Illustrated by Jiliane Vilches
Publisher: Purple Cotton Candy Arts
Year of Publication: 2019
No. of pages:42
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